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Introduction: Rhetoric and the Postmodern Condition

The postmodern condition corresponds with the characterization of rhetoric as “postrepresentational,” a theoretical shift accompanied by a reconfiguration of the relationship between rhetoric and reality. Instead of viewing language as a system of ideal representations through which objective reality is filtered and communicated, rhetoric is conceived as a mode of action or cultural production. Postrepresentational rhetorical theories generally share a commitment to interrogating the binary operations that sustain representational thought (for instance, subject vs. object, ideal vs. material, culture vs. nature) by articulating rhetoric as a material practice that operates within and is constitutive of objective reality. Attempts to define rhetoric as material, however, have been criticized consistently for falling short of their mission, either by turning back to idealism or by reifying the material/ideal binary that sustains the problematic assumptions of idealism in the first place. In this essay, I suggest that this failure results at least partially from the paucity of critical terms available within the rhetorical lexicon to broach questions of materiality. In a discipline long accustomed to viewing rhetoric as an ideal medium, there is not a developed vocabulary capable of sustaining a rich discussion of material discourse. Even when old terms are redefined and given new meanings through theoretical and critical practices, these terms inevitably retain the traces of former meanings and lend themselves to (mis)understandings and (mis)readings that implicate them in the very forms of theorizing they are attempting to escape or overcome. To enrich this discussion, I suggest that certain scientific vocabularies offer
valuable ways of conceiving of discourse as material, particularly insights from modern neuroscience and neuropsychiatry. First, I examine existing attempts to formulate theories of discourse as material and the reactions these attempts have elicited. Second, I turn to recent neuroscience theories to assess their potential for offering alternative ways of conceptualizing the materiality/ideality binary. Finally, I offer a case study to suggest what difference a materialist perspective might make for the practice of rhetorical criticism. This essay shares the poststructuralist tendency to challenge binary oppositions and ultimately argues that the opposition between materialism and idealism is an obstacle to move beyond. While this deconstructive maneuver is by no means new, it has traditionally been approached from the side of the ideal (taking concepts formulated in an idealist tradition and reconfiguring them to include their excluded other). My project is to approach this challenge from the other end of the spectrum, taking concepts formulated in a materialist tradition and reflecting on their ability to account for the operations of discourse.

*Materialism and Idealism in Rhetorical Theory*

Within rhetorical scholarship, there is a persistent tendency to separate the material and the ideal and define rhetoric as an ideal phenomenon with particular mediating capabilities. Both materialist and idealist orientations are traditionally defined in terms suggesting a vertical relationship between matter and ideas. For instance, John Lyne describes materialist positions as holding that “ideas [are] the *surface gloss* on a reality determined by other forces,” and McGuire similarly writes that materialism “seeks explanations by looking beneath the *obvious surface* of phenomena.”² Conversely, idealists view material reality as a surface affair determined by a deeper ideal order: “An
idealist, on the other hand, is likely to contend that something more is involved—that some powerful continuity has been tapped, running deeper than the surface features of words.”³ In both perspectives language is the surface: in the materialist view, language is “gloss,” a supplemental dimension that most often distorts the material reality it purports to reflect.⁴ In the idealist perspective, language is the surface manifestation of a deeper order that it has tapped in to, or in other words, language relates to the ideal order as the tip of an iceberg: it retains an essential connection with the order that it represents. This tendency to separate and hierarchize the material and the ideal informs many understandings of rhetoric.

As supplemental gloss or surface manifestation, rhetoric is often conceived as a vehicular function, operating between two vertically situated strata, possessing certain capabilities of communicating between the two, a middle ground or delivery system of sorts. As a middle layer, rhetoric is still immaterial in nature and more closely associated with ideality. Materiality is frequently defined as the passive limit of active rhetorical processes. For instance, Condit writes that the forces identified as objective reality “will frequently impinge on a language network to restrain its still impressive creative possibilities”.⁵ Similarly Biesecker writes that Burke’s concept of motion, distinguished from symbolic action, “signifies all those things, biological or otherwise, that constrain and place limits on the free play of the action differential.”⁶ In these conceptions, the binary relationship between the ideal and the material is replicated in a similar division of active rhetorical forces and passive material entities. As Nathan Stormer summarizes, traditional rhetorical theory has separated materiality (reality and nature) and discursivity (language and culture). Rhetorical scholarship reflects this division in its preoccupation
with understanding the ways in which subjects are able to bridge this gap by means of rhetoric.\textsuperscript{7}

The shift to postmodernism and its accompanying postrepresentational perspective has resulted in much reflection on the nature of rhetoric and its relationship to material reality. A number of “materialist theories of discourse” have been proposed with the aim of better accounting for the function of rhetoric in the wake of representation.\textsuperscript{8} In these theories, discourse is described as material because (1) no aspect of material reality is accessible without discursive mediation and (2) discourse can directly effect material reality by constituting its meaning. For example, DeLuca argues that Laclau and Mouffe offer a corrective to the material/ideal dichotomy that has plagued rhetorical theory. He writes, “Within a discursive frame, rhetoric is no longer an instrument in the service of reality, but, rather, becomes constitutive of the meaning of the world.”\textsuperscript{9} For DeLuca, via Laclau and Mouffe, there is no unmediated access to the world—all contact with “objective reality” occurs through discourse. Laclau and Mouffe do not argue that nonlinguistic objects do not have \textit{existence} outside of language or discourse, only that they do not have \textit{being}. DeLuca illustrates this distinction between existence and being with the example of toxic waste sites: their material existence is not disputed, but their meaning is always a site of political struggle and never simply given. McKerrow also follows Laclau and Mouffe in his development of critical rhetoric by rejecting the distinction between linguistic and nonlinguistic practices and defining rhetoric as a necessarily material affair.\textsuperscript{10}

Michael McGee similarly moves rhetorical theory towards a materialist posture by emphasizing materiality as “the everydayness of practical discourse.”\textsuperscript{11} Just as Laclau
and Mouffe argue that reality is only accessible through discourse, McGee argues that human beings are conditioned by “material ideas,” vocabularies of concepts that guide perception and behavior.\textsuperscript{12} McGee emphasizes that the significance of these material ideas, or “ideographs,” cannot be revealed through hermeneutic maneuvers that attempt to pinpoint their meaning, rather their import is “in their concrete history as usages.”\textsuperscript{13}

Both Condit and Rogers claim to advance McGee’s notion of discourse as material by accounting for the unique function language has within its material milieu. Condit’s project is to analyze how language participates in material reality, and this requires the addition of a structural theory that justifies a distinction between language and objective reality. Condit articulates her “Structural-Material” model of rhetorical action by attempting to determine the ways that materiality places structural limits on the creative potential of active linguistic processes.

These theories of discourse as material have precipitated significant, and, I would argue, productive changes from traditional modes of rhetorical criticism. The shift from an emphasis on meaning to an emphasis on usages moves rhetorical scholarship from a focus on speaker (subject, author) and intent to social flows of discourse and their material effects.\textsuperscript{14} Discursive systems and patterns are viewed as more productive loci for critical interest than single speeches issued by determinate intentional agents. This shift in critical attention opens up new ways of thinking social change: instead of an ability to persuade individuals, rhetorical action becomes a method of organizing social resources in new ways. This shift simultaneously enables a better understanding of postmodern rhetorical products (e.g. mass media events, visual imagery) that are not amenable to traditional methods that emphasize individual agency and intentional causality.
Despite the productive insights of these theoretical shifts, existing attempts to formulate materialist conceptions of discourse remain limited. Rogers argues that these materialist theories often fail to purge idealism because they continue the traditional rendering of rhetoric as an active force capable of mobilizing a passive material substrate. Thus, these theories are incomplete because they do not challenge the notion of materiality as a passive limit of active symbolic processes. These theories reinstate an active/passive binary that views matter as inert and insentient. His solution is a transhuman, materialist rhetoric where language and nature are viewed as equally active participants in a dialogic relationship of mutual influence. Jeffery Bineham makes a similar criticism, arguing that constitutive theories still maintain a Cartesian distinction between rhetoric as active subject and reality as passive object. His solution is to reconfigure rhetoric as a “hermeneutic medium” that dissolves the ontological distinction between subject and object, the linguistic and the nonlinguistic. In this ontological culture, no nonlinguistic objects exist because everything is shaped by language.

Bineham and Rogers are acute in their observations of the ways in which materialist theories of discourse maintain the problematic ideal/material binary. Both approach the dissolution of this binary from an essentially idealist perspective. In other words, both want to undermine the binary by enlarging the traditional conception of rhetoric to include its excluded other (objective, material reality). Rogers does this by attributing active, dialogic capabilities to material entities formerly viewed as passive; Bineham cloaks the entirety of existence in an all-encompassing ontological medium that dissolves the distinction between linguistic and nonlinguistic by defining everything as linguistic. While I sympathize with the theoretical thrust of these deconstructive attempts,
I wonder what new insights and productive advances are possible if these strategies are supplemented by projects that approach the ideal/material binary from the other side: the side of the material. Theoretical designs are always limited by their vocabularies and attempts to expand traditional “idealist” vocabularies to account for materialist discourse are likely to continue to confront the charge that they merely dissolve the material into the rhetorical and are better viewed as merely “discursive theories of materiality.”17

Theoretical insights from the field of cognitive neuroscience offer a productive complement to these existing attempts to articulate discourse as a material entity.

Approaching the question of materialist discourse from an orientation grounded in cognitive neuroscience is fruitful for at least two reasons. Initially, it seems that a major problem in formulating genuinely materialist theories of discourse is a dearth of critical terms suitable for discussions of materiality. Because the rhetorical tradition has tended to favor the view that rhetoric is an ideal phenomenon, it is difficult to find terms within this tradition to adequately redefine rhetoric as a material force. Modern neuroscience, coming from a scientific tradition dedicated to a material perspective, offers a rich vocabulary for considering words as material forces rather than ideational constructs.

Second, modern neuroscience goes considerably far in understanding matter as an active force rather than a passive entity awaiting rhetorical activation. This perspective is an effective means of destabilizing the active/passive binary that underlies the hierarchy between idealism and materialism. Indeed, modern neuroscience is heavily invested in actively challenging this binary as well as the whole Cartesian legacy from which this distinction derives. In the next section, I examine insights from modern neuroscience and interrogate their significance for rhetorical theory. This section begins by summarizing
some of the common arguments made in publications that are authored by scientists and written for a mixed audience of lay persons and fellow scientists. These publications are generally accessible to an educated audience and provide an appropriate place to enter into a vast and highly sophisticated body of theory. The section then offers a brief summary of some of the more technical publications, specifically publications devoted to research in the rising field of functional brain imaging.

**Materialism and Idealism in Neuroscience**

Modern neuroscience is largely devoted, to borrow a phrase from Dennett, to “toppling the dictatorial idea of the Cartesian theater.”\(^{18}\) This effort is born of a materialist orientation that is heavily invested in reconfiguring the dichotomy between mind and matter by articulating the mind as a derivative of wholly biological processes. These theories typically claim that the mind/body distinction is both scientifically invalid and socially retrogressive: the mind is a function of the body (most notably the brain), and distinctions between mind and body serve to discriminate against those who suffer from maladies of the former.\(^ {19}\)

This trend of deconstructing the mind/body opposition is succinctly expressed in the title of Antonio Damasio’s well-received 1994 publication, *Descartes Error*.\(^ {20}\) For Damasio, an ideal subject, or mind, does not generate emotions and rational thought; rather, they are both “based on neural events within a brain.”\(^ {21}\) The self is nothing more than “a repeatedly constructed biological state.”\(^ {22}\) Elkhonon Goldberg, in *The Executive Brain*, similarly defines the brain, and the frontal lobes in particular, as “your mind, your core, your self.”\(^ {23}\) And Nobel Prize Winner Francis Crick concurs, stating, “all aspects of the brain’s behavior are due to the activities of neurons. . . . There is no separate ‘I’ who
can recognize the defect of independent neural firing.”24 He continues, “‘you,’ your joys and your sorrows, your memories and your ambitions, your sense of personal identity and free will, are in fact no more than the behavior of a vast assembly of nerve cells and their associated molecules.”25 In this biological perspective, the self or the subject is understood as an artificially unified pastiche of temporally fragmented images generated by successive biological states. The subject is viewed as “one of many states generated by a society of neurons,” or a mechanism that binds together “the fractured components of external and internal reality.”26

These examples are typical of a set of books written for a mixed audience that have been published in recent years.27 These books articulate the prevalent view in cognitive neuroscience that the ideal categories of mind, self and subject are best understood as effects of biological processes. These books share a tendency to explicitly denounce binary distinctions between materiality and ideality, matter and mind, opting instead for a monistic materialism that views human activity in wholly biological terms. These popularizations are part of what is frequently described as a “biological revolution” in psychiatry. The use of the terms “neuropsychiatry” and “cognitive neuroscience” evidence a shift from a psychological perspective that emphasizes mind and language as “ideal” categories to a biological, materialist orientation. In fact, this shift is so significant that traditional psychology has been pronounced “dead” by many committed to a materialist understanding of human thought and behavior.28

This biological revolution has substantially altered standard clinical treatment of what were formerly understood as “mental” disorders but are increasingly described as brain disorders (the DSM-IV retains the category “mental disorder,” but explains that this
is due to a lack of suitable alternative and explicitly denounces the separation between mental and physical disorders). The increasing prominence of psychotropic drugs in clinical psychiatry is directly related to this theoretical move toward a comprehensive materialist theory of human behavior. However, while psychology has been pronounced dead by proponents of this biological turn in the sciences of the “mind,” neuroscience itself has not abandoned traditional psychotherapeutic methods such as the “talking cure.” Instead of abandoning former methods of treating what were understood as mental, as opposed to physical, disorders, the distinction between language and psychotropic remedies has been challenged. For instance, Nancy Andreaeon writes, “Psychotherapy, sometimes denigrated as ‘just talk,’ is in its own way as ‘biological’ as the use of drugs.”

In both drug and talk remedies, “the most basic mechanisms are the same. Both affect mind functions by changing brain functions.”

This attempt to reconfigure language as an explicitly biological agent is part of a larger theoretical perspective that views the brain as a malleable entity that is affected by many types of stimuli. Andreaeon defines the concept of brain plasticity as the understanding that “our brains are in a state of constant dynamic change, which occurs as a consequence of the impact of experience on our mental functions and states.” Both drugs and words lead to changes in this plastic brain and the distinction between physiological and psychological stimuli is held to be “quite arbitrary.” In modern neuroscience, then, language is material in precisely the same way that the chemical compounds composing psychotropic drugs are material: both effect human activity by directly acting on and shaping the biological processes that comprise the dynamic brain function.
This conception of language as a biological agent is not so much a revolutionary discovery as a shift in perspective. The idea that biological events correspond to mental stimuli is familiar, the innovation of modern neuroscience is treating mental stimuli in the same way as chemical compounds: as material objects, with specific effects capable of being precisely identified and localized in the human brain. By mapping the actions of linguistic and chemical stimuli in the human brain, the imaging techniques of modern neuroscience provide a direct way of conceptualizing the action of language as physical and embodied.

**Mapping Language: Functional Brain Imaging**

The understanding that human activity is grounded in and comprised of the activity of neurons has led to the development of procedures designed to pinpoint, or map, the neural basis of particular activities. One of the most significant trends in current neuroscience research is the development of extremely precise techniques to pinpoint the spatial and temporal locations of specific brain functions. Electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) techniques measure the neuroelectric and neuromagnetic fields that are generated by brain activity when subjects are exposed to various stimuli. Laboratory studies have examined brain activity response when subjects are exposed to auditory, visual and cognitive stimuli. For instance, an oddball auditory paradigm experiment attempts to determine the neural origins of detection behavior by exposing subjects to a series of auditory stimuli. Infrequent stimuli are embedded in a series of high-probability, repetitive, standard stimuli. EEG equipment is used to measure the brain activity associated with the detection of the infrequent stimuli. By employing sophisticated spatial and temporal localization techniques, researchers attempt to define
the neural correlates of this activity and effectively map the function of this detection
behavior.

These mapping techniques are not isolated to detection of auditory or visual
stimuli, but also include attempts to pinpoint the neural processes associated with
cognitive events such as language processing. For example, Billingsley et al. examine the
different neural activity associated with phonological and semantic processing (loosely,
the processing of sounds and the comprehension of words). Pulvermiller et al. similarly
use MEG techniques to investigate the brain activity associated with the cognitive
processing of spoken words. Functional brain imaging furthers the neuroscientific
understanding of words as material entities. Just as biochemical agents act on certain
parts of the brain to produce different “mental” states, language itself can be viewed as
producing biological effects that generate electric and magnetic fields capable of
detection and spatio-temporal localization. While it is difficult to think of words as
material entities because they are not tangible, viewing them via the magnetic and electric
fields they generate indirectly via their impact on neural activity is helpful: magnetic and
electric fields are material forces, but, like words, they are not tangible in the same way
that we usually ascribe to objective entities.

Therefore, in modern neuroscience theory, human activity is viewed from a
materialist orientation at the level of neural processes. Linguistic and biochemical stimuli
generate neural activity that in turn produces electric and magnetic fields allowing for the
mapping of different brain functions. These stimuli do not merely trigger certain neural
responses, they also have the capability to change the “plastic brain” by rewiring, or
reconfiguring neural pathways, as cortical circuits are capable of experience-dependent
remodeling. This materialist theoretical orientation destabilizes the binary distinctions between mind and matter, words and things, and ultimately the ideal and the material. In the next section, I discuss the theoretical implications of neuroscience for rhetorical theory and then offer a brief case study to illustrate the difference neuroscience might make for rhetoric.

**Discourse as Material: Can Neuroscience Contribute to Rhetoric?**

The theoretical position of neuroscience offers a useful complement and spur to existing materialist theories of discourse. McGee suggests that we view rhetoric “as an object, as material and omnipresent as air and water and specific rhetorical objects must be examined in terms of their material effects rather than stable, determinate meanings.”

Taking McGee’s notion of discourse as material, Condit attempts to examine rhetoric not as the intentional emission of individual subjects but “as an empirical entity operating through multiple voices across the social scale”. By describing flows of public discourse rather than the people and events that cause social change, Condit moves from a speaker-centered model concerned with the ideas motivating particular enunciations to a materialist model that attempts to understand rhetoric in terms of its material effects. Condit writes of the method associated with a materialist orientation: “We likewise cannot see the collective effects of discourse directly, but we can read them in the history of the public vocabulary as reliably as a geologist tracing the channels left by a burrowing worm millions of years ago.”

The suggestion that rhetorical criticism is a geology provides a way of thinking the implications of neuroscience for rhetoric. Rhetorical criticism has often been approached as a history of sorts, concerned with establishing the causal linkages between
speakers, speeches and events. Viewed as a geology or geography, rhetorical criticism involves mapping the material flows of discourse across social spaces, tracing the effects of linguistic stimuli across a social subject. Just as neuroscience effectively dismantles the “stable subject” associated with the Cartesian perspective by dispersing the subject into a series of discrete neural events and biological locations, viewing discourse as material inevitably requires a social perspective that sees individual rhetors not as authorial, intentional agents but as nodes of articulation for broader flows of discourse, similar to Foucault’s emphasis on positions of enunciation rather than individual subjects as authors of their own discourse. A shift in emphasis from rhetoric as history to rhetoric as a geography, or “the cartography of persuasion,” results in a simultaneous shift of emphasis from the speaking subject to networks of distributed agency.

As critics map discursive entities circulating through social spaces, the emphasis on material effects does not entirely supplant questions of meaning. The meaning of discursive entities is not, however, seen as a stable entity that can be discovered lurking beneath the surface of words, perhaps in the intentions of the author or even the interpretations of the audience. Meaning is a wholly unstable and indeterminate affair, a dynamic process that “expands and contracts” but does not rigidify. Discursive products can be viewed as material forces that are forever accumulating new associations and casting off old ones, though past associations always leave a trace. Discursive entities are constantly shaping and remodeling the “plastic brain” of society, creating new pathways and relocating the circuits of collective interaction. While meaning is preserved as a category in this materialist perspective, it is only as the assemblage of diverse flows that come to attach themselves to a term as it circulates.
In 1987, E. Hundert published an essay with the title, “Can Neuroscience Contribute to Philosophy?”, and indeed it has and continues to do so. While rhetoricians have for the most part ignored neuroscience, philosophers, particularly those in philosophy of the mind, have employed insights from neuroscience and genetics to radically reconfigure conventional understandings of language. One of the most significant breakthroughs in this area was Richard Dawkin’s 1976 coinage of the word “meme” to describe linguistic and cultural practices as material entities subject to the same laws as biological and natural entities. A meme is a unit of cultural transmission or imitation that is subject to the laws of natural selection, just like genes. The relationship between genes and memes is not one of analogy but of literal equation: Dennett emphasizes that memes and genes are, in fact, not ontologically distinct but “just different kinds of replicators evolving in different media at different rates.” Perhaps the most significant emphasis in “meme” theory is that human consciousness, including human communication, is simply a transmission medium for the self-replication of memes. Dennett describes the human mind as a “meme nest,” an artifact created when memes restructure the human brain to make it a more hospitable habitat for memes. Susan Blackmore makes the same point by describing humans as physical hosts subject to the activity of memes, and Ian McFadyen says that human behavior is “the result of ongoing battles between self-replicating systems of thought.” Memes are selfish replicators whose existence is largely independent of their value to their hosts. So, the question, for Dennett and like-minded philosophers, becomes, not how to do things with words, but how words do things with us.
McGee’s notion of the ideograph has much in common with the definition of the “meme” (although memes are generally not taken to be exclusively verbal). Both share an emphasis on rhetoric as a material object that is subject to certain laws that are not entirely, or perhaps even at all, within human control. The perspective of language as a material entity radically displaces the traditional focus on speakers and even audiences and suggests an approach to rhetoric that attempts to map the effects of rhetorical entities across the “social brain” to better determine their functions. While the heavy-handed biologism of neuroscience might initially be off-putting to rhetoricians raised on a diet of idealism, intentionality, and subject-centered agency, insights from neuroscience can propel recent interest in materialist theories of discourse by offering critical methods necessary to complement this theoretical growth.

**Materialist Discourse: Mapping “Black Power”**

To better illustrate what neuroscience can contribute to rhetoric, I examine the term “black power” as a material entity capable of producing certain “fields” and reconfiguring the synaptic connections of the social. In the 1960s, “black power” comes to circulate not so much through authorial intention but because the words themselves have material force capable of instantiating material effects on the psychic and the social level. Like a psychotropic drug reconstructing the neural pathways of an individual brain, “black power” operates at a social level to solder new connections and rework old ones, rewiring the collective mind. In this perspective, individual rhetors are just nodes for the circulation of discursive flows, synapses that enable and direct the flow of discourse throughout the social circuitry, rather than intentional authors or creators of particular meanings.
To map the flow of “black power,” I examine a decade of *The New York Times* and attend to the material effects associated with its circulation. The prominence of the term “black power” is traditionally associated with Stokely Carmichael’s June 16, 1966 address during the Meredith March in Mississippi. Thus, I examine *The New York Times* (*NYT* or the *Times* from here on) from 1961 to 1971 to map the shifts in the discursive terrain produced by the emission and social ingestion of “black power.” By looking at the *Times* coverage of associated events before the introduction of “black power,” it is possible to better understand the differences produced by its entrance into the national vocabulary. In this study, I describe three specific effects or functions of “black power”: (1) **Transmission**: “Black power” functioned to call forth seemingly endless interpretive and definitional activity, guaranteeing its own replication via the multiplication and diffusion of “black power” discourses throughout the social body; (2) **Plasticity**: The introduction of “black power” into the collective lexicon increased the permeability of the existing civil rights configuration, dispersing the movement into new arrangements; and (3) **Recombination**: In the resulting network, violence was redefined as an intrinsic component of the movement instead of a peripheral supplement provoked by oppression.

In 1966, “black power” was used as a category in the *Times’* index. It was consistently used throughout the remaining years under consideration (1967-1971). Thus, for these years, the articles selected were included within the “black power” category. “Black power” does not, however, appear before 1966. In the years 1961 to 1965, the articles were chosen from among the many under the category “Negro,” with special attention to articles mentioning militancy, violence, and the relationship between the mainstream movement and other factions of the civil rights struggle. The review of the
selected articles revealed many interesting shifts in the national discourse with the advent of “black power.” It is, of course, difficult if not impossible to prove a causal link between the introduction of “black power” and the changes in the *Times*’ coverage of the civil rights movement. Although the case study sometimes tends to suggest just such a causal linkage, it is possible to bracket the question of causality and consider the case study as a way to show the sequencing of discursive changes with “black power” as a reference point. While the question of causality is interesting, particularly in its potential relationship to neuroscience theory, a full consideration is beyond the scope of this essay. This bracketing does not negate the case study’s ability to illustrate, or at least suggest, a type of rhetorical criticism oriented from a materialist perspective.

*Defining “Black Power”: Definition, Transmission and Replication*

Almost immediately after Stokely Carmichael used the term “black power” in his Meredith March address, the term infected national discourse. In the coverage of the Meredith March events published on June 17, a front page article reports the arrest of marchers in Greenwood, Mississippi for defying local authorities’ prohibition of camping privileges. Upon his release, Carmichael addressed the crowds, and the *NYT* reports: “Five times Mr. Carmichael shouted, ‘We want black power!’ And each time the younger members of the audience shouted back, ‘Black power!’”53 This is the extent of the *Times* coverage of the birth of “black power,” and there is no reflection or commentary on its potential significance or meaning. Indeed, what is remarkable about “black power” is that it lacked a determinate meaning from its inception—Carmicheal did not introduce the term in a context of definition or explication, he tossed the term out as a potent signifier marked by a semiotic nonspecificity. Although Carmichael would later go to considerable
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effort to define the term (including the publication of a book by the same title), “black power” was, at first, vague, open and indeterminate.54

“Black power” would not remain so hazy for long. Within days, it made its way into the headlines, beginning a phase of prominent circulation that would last for years.55 The circulation of “black power” is not, however, immediately due to any controversial definitional content, but its very lack of definition. The enticing ambiguity of “black power” called forth an entire network of discursive activity congealed around the question of its meaning. “Black power” replicates and transmits throughout the social body via its definitional haziness. “Black power” is better described not as an empty or floating signifier, but as a “flickering” signifier.56 Neurotransmitters in the brain are able to amplify their powers of movement by binding and unbinding from their receptors, just as “black power” attaches and detaches from different definitional constructs and associations of meaning, guaranteeing its infectious spread throughout the social body. “Black power” appears to spread not as a stable entity but by virtue of its essential ambiguity.

When “black power” appears in the Times, it is frequently in the context of a discussion of the instability and indeterminability of its meaning. Soon after its first appearance, “black power” is described as an “amorphous” philosophy that “almost defies definition.”57 The fluidity of the term only enhanced its infective possibilities as it came to be defined and used in myriad and often contradictory ways. “Black power” was variously articulated as a philosophy of self-defense, as an alternative to the ideology of nonviolence associated with the civil rights movement, as an emphasis on black community control, as black nationalism, and in a multiplicity of other dimensions.
Entire conferences and conventions were devoted to defining the term. In 1967, the *Times* reports on the NBC news special “After Civil Rights . . . Black Power,” describing the program as “a cursory review of the controversy over the meaning of the phrase ‘black power’” which included the prominent civil rights leaders who were “heard in an iteration of the varying Negro interpretations of ‘black power.’”

Even outside of the *Times*, publications on “black power” routinely articulated their purpose as a clarification of definition. For instance, in their 1969 book on black power, Dora Pantell and Edwin Greenridge bemoan the fact that the “very meaning of black power has become fragmented” and set out to clarify the term as a coherent and rational philosophy. C.T. Vivian’s 1970 book, *Black Power and the American Myth*, follows a similar agenda, arguing that the fears associated with the term are due to a failure to understand its meaning. These examples indicate that “black power” did not persist simply due to its initial ambiguity and need of definition: the definitional activity surrounding the term created a feedback loop where each new definition spurred further discursive activities of refinement, refutation and clarification. In the mainstream vernacular, “black power” became associated generally with black militancy, anti-white sentiment, advocacy of self-defense, riots and the anti-social activities of black, urban youth. However, the meaning of “black power” was persistently destabilized by the endless definitions presented by its advocates in defense of the term. James Farmer is quoted in the *Times*, “If I am against black power, I would be against myself. But I am concerned because the concept of black power has been misinterpreted in the press . . . We have the responsibility to continually interpret for the public what we are doing and why we are doing it.” Advocates denied that “black power” was anti-white, denied that
“black power” was an advocacy of violence, and frequently attempted to define “black power” in ways palatable to a mainstream, white audience. These defensive attempts to clarify the meaning of “black power” did little to defuse its force as they paradoxically legitimized the associations between “black power” and anti-white militancy by sustaining the term’s circulation within conversations of black supremacy and violence.

“Black power” is, like McGee’s ideographs, more pregnant with potential meanings than most propositions. However, the disputes over the meaning of “black power” are somewhat different than the types of conflicts that occur over the meaning of ideographs as described by McGee. While ideographs do not possess a single meaning but are characterized instead by a plurality of usages, the changes in meaning are either diachronic (across time) or synchronic. In the latter sense, the disputes are not semantic but are attributed to “the deeper structural dislocation which likely produced multiple usages as a disease produces symptoms.” In the case of “black power,” the term’s very circulation is sustained by a terministic compulsion that is not a structural principle but occurs entirely on the surface. The infectious transmission of “black power” cannot be attributed to its meaning or content, even if this meaning is in some sense polysemic: as Gene Roberts wrote in the Times, “there is something intoxicating about the chant ‘black power.’” In McGee’s example, ideological conflicts issue from definitional disagreements that are structural, or in other words that are the result of relationships with different words: some take equality to be a question of access, others with reference to the goal of being educated. In the case of “black power,” the conflict is better described as poststructural: there are no clear boundaries or structural principles that define the conflicts of meaning. Rather, at the very surface “black power” is about the activity of
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definition and redefinition, an activity that guarantees the transmission and replication of the term because of the absence of structural determinations that might solidify or stabilize its meaning.

This radical indeterminacy can be seen in the unpredictable and dynamic nature of the "black power" 'camps'. Not only do the advocates and detractors of the term lack any coherent ideological unification—for instance, the term is explicitly defended by Richard Nixon as a type of black capitalism, while Carmichael puts a socialist spin on the term—but the supporters and decriers do not remain stable. For example, Whitney Young of the National Urban League spent years publicly attacking the concept of "black power" before a "sharp reversal" that led him to embrace the concept. The conflicts surrounding "black power" are less a result of ideological or structural differences than the sheer superficiality of "black power."

**Plasticity: “Black Power” and the Dispersal of the Civil Rights Movement**

The imprecision of "black power" accentuated its character as a potent force with the ability to significantly transform the terrain of the civil rights movement. "Black power" functioned as a stimulus that effectively altered the site of the struggle, transforming the conflict from a relatively unified "black vs. white" problem to a complex tension dispersed into multiple factions. The civil rights movement came to be seen less as a coherent union than a composite of discrete fragments with unstable and tenuous connections. In later years, "black power" came to be articulated as the "post-" of the civil rights movement, and after that follows only the "death" of civil rights. While there were undoubtedly disagreements amongst black activists before the introduction of "black power," these disagreements were more often viewed as occurring at the margin...
or periphery of an otherwise “whole” movement. After “black power,” the notion of a margin or periphery became less than a stable location as the very “center” of the movement dispersed in multiple directions.

Plasticity refers to the ability of the brain’s neural networks to change based on stimuli associated with experience and chemical interventions. “Black power” is associated with a reconfiguration of the topography of the civil rights movement as the network moves from a centralized system to a collective of loosely connected but largely independent organizational elements. In the national lexicon, the introduction of “black power” operates to destabilize existing configurations, dispersing the elements into different arrangements. Before the advent of “black power,” the civil rights movement is portrayed as a generally unified front centered around the leadership of Martin Luther King, Jr. Internal conflicts are situated as peripheral and marginal aberrations that have little ability to substantially influence the movement’s core. After “black power,” the internal conflicts are moved to the center of the movement and King’s leadership is destabilized as competing movement philosophies grow in circulation and perceived influence.

Before “black power,” the national discourse tended to view the civil rights movement as a unified entity symbolized by King. A 1961 headlines reads, “Dr. King, Symbol of the Segregation Struggle,” and the article describes King as the leader of a monolithic movement with the goal of full integration. The article states that King sees the movement reaching its goal within 15 years. King is frequently referred to as “spokesman and symbol of the movement.” In these early years, coverage of internal opposition to King’s leadership is articulated as attention to “extremist elements,” and it
is common for the articles to explicitly downplay the significance of these elements by offering statistical evidence of their limited influence. In “Negro Extremist Groups Step Up Nationalist Drive,” Kihss reports that the best available estimates indicate that the extremist groups in New York City “may involve only 2,000 active members.” Kihss attributes to a “qualified observer” the fact that attendees of extremist meetings are likely to be “unemployed and drifters” and “mentally immature.” A staff editorial downplays the significance of the extremist elements “which often have very resounding names but very small memberships.” The article proceeds to characterize them as “minor movements” that “make a big noise without really interesting the masses of Negroes.” And in a 1963 article, black nationalists in particular are singled out as uninfluential extremists who are “emotionally immature.”

Before “black power,” much of the coverage of conflicts within the civil rights movement focuses on the differences between King and Malcolm X. Frequently, the influence of Malcolm X is slighted with indications that the Black Muslim sect is numerically small and politically impotent. This trend is accompanied by a practice of attributing the limited influence of these “extremist” organizations to frustration and impatience with the slow pace of the civil rights movement. For instance, Roy Wilkins is quoted, “I don’t think there’s any doubt that Negroes are frustrated, bitter, and impatient” when asked to account for the rising influence of Malcolm X and black nationalism. The same article continues, “The Muslims exist and their influence will remain potent so long as they are able to give the Negro masses something that articulates their pent-up frustrations.” The growth of “splinter groups” is seen as the result of a failure of the movement to produce *timely* results. King himself is often quoted as saying that the
perceived failure of civil rights initiatives makes militant positions more attractive. In 1964, the year the Civil Rights Act was signed into law, an article begins, “Civil rights legislation may come far too late” to prevent racial strife, and continues to describe a “hardening of attitudes” among Negroes, “many of whom have become discouraged by the slow pace of their advance” and are becoming increasingly critical of the movement’s mainstream leaders.

From 1961 to 1965, there is increasing attention paid to the so-called “splinter groups” that diverge from the mainstream movement led by King. In early years, the significance of these groups is downplayed and they are viewed as irrational and ineffectual disruptions that have little association with the mainstream movement. As the Times discourse increasingly acknowledged the growing influence of militant strands of the movement, this influence is often seen as the result of the slow pace of the movement. The civil rights movement is still accorded a general unity of structure and purpose, with outlying marginal elements wielding some influence. After June 1966, “black power” became a prominent location for discourses attending to the fragmented and factionalized nature of the civil rights movement.

Almost immediately after the entrance of “black power” into the national discourse, the increasing attention to tensions within the civil rights movement congealed around the phrase, making “black power” the definitive marker of a new topography of the civil rights movement. In a June 28, 1966 article headlined “Rights March Disunity,” the emergence of “black power” is described as a new philosophy that “had given rise to a distinct movement within a movement,” and “black power” is further described as “potentially the most disruptive force yet in the rights movement.” A July 3 article
develops the idea of the split, writing that the civil rights movement had “entered a phase of severe competition” between rival organizations as the authority and direction of the mainstream national organizations were increasingly challenged by “more action-oriented” groups advocating a “harder line” on civil rights.\footnote{77} Two days later, the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) publicly adopted the “black power” phrase, a resolution that “implied open opposition to other civil rights organizations.”\footnote{78} Roy Wilkins, then head of the NAACP, responds the following day in a front page article, stating that “the idea of black power opens a more serious division in the civil rights movement.”\footnote{79} On July 8, a front-page article again features Wilkins response to “black power,” stating that cooperation between the NAACP and organizations advocating “black power” had become “virtually impossible.”\footnote{80} The next day, the headlines of an article on King’s reaction to “black power” read, “Dr. King Declares Rights Movement is ‘Close’ to a Split,” and attributes to King the belief that the rights movement faces “a permanent split over the black power issue.”\footnote{81}

Throughout the following weeks, there is a pattern of increasing news focus on the internal tensions and conflicts of a fragmenting civil rights movement such that the main conflict seems to be displaced from blacks vs. white oppressors to competing black organizations and ideologies. The July 10 edition of the \textit{Times} contains an article on the NAACP’s plan to “re-examine the basis of cooperation” with other organizations and attempt to stifle the increasing speculation on the split of the movement.\footnote{82} The same issue contains the simply titled “Black Power,” the lead paragraph of which dramatically reads:

The once-solid front of the civil rights movement has crumbled—for the moment at least—and battle lines are being drawn for what could be the start of a long and
bitter struggle for the allegiance of the nation’s 22-million Negroes. The unity of the organizations had been shattered by the rising cry of “black power.”

A new spatial configuration of the movement emerges as the battle lines are internalized within the movement and become definitive of an era of multiple factions rather than a centralized schema with occasionally divergent outliers. In August, the front page headlines read, “6 Rights Leaders Clash on Tactics in Equality Drive,” and the article describes that the 6 leaders met for the first time “since the emergence of the “black power” issue,” and despite this coming together they continued to express “sharply divided opinions” on the Negro question.

The increasing association of “black power” with a fragmented civil rights movement decenters King as the symbol of a unified movement. As indicated by the “6 Leaders” headline, the movement came to be articulated as a set of independent organizations (including CORE, SNCC, NAACP, SCLC, National Urban League) with their own leaders and discrete memberships. An editorial condemns “the incitement of Negroes by their competing civil rights leaders” and another describes “black power” as a force that has disintegrated a once-unified movement into a set of “urban blocs.” In this discourse, the tensions of the movement congeal around “black power,” and the attention to black struggle against white resistance is at least partially displaced by a new focus on internal competition. In later years, “black power” is articulated as the antecedent to the civil rights movement which is declared “dead.”

While tensions between different civil rights organizations predated “black power,” the discourse associated with conflicts prior to “black power” tended to construct the civil rights movement as a generally unified entity. Militant groups unhappy with the
tactics of mainstream organizations were either marginalized as insignificant aberrations or attributed to the slow pace of progress toward shared goals. In 1966, “black power” became a discursive force employed to articulate the movement as a set of discrete, competing factions with no clear center and thus no discernable margins. The struggle of black people for concessions from the white power structure was partially displaced in national discourse by the struggle of individual black organizations competing for membership and resources. This shift in the geography of the civil rights struggle eventually enabled different constructions of the relationship between protest and violence.

_Recombination: Resituating Violence_

Before “black power,” while the national discourse accorded a general unity of purpose and function to the civil rights movement, violent outbreaks were often perceived either as spontaneous eruptions of a pent-up frustration resulting from the slow pace of the movement or as criminal activity propagated by extremist elements dissociated from the national movement. After “black power” and the discursive fragmentation of the civil rights movement, “violence” came to be soldered to “black power” and militancy, and riots were increasingly seen as the product of irresponsible tactics on the part of the movement itself. “Black power” came to function as a carrier mechanism capable of de-linking violence from isolated extremism and transplanting it into the very heart of the movement. Even when causal links between “black power” and race riots were explicitly denied, the implied necessity of addressing the question of their relationship worked to construct associations between “black power” and violent, riotous activity, a recombination resulting in a sometimes implicit conception of the riots as a
direct consequence of the militant tactics of the civil rights movement rather than a consequence of the frustrations resulting from societal resistance to the movement’s demands. The adjacent articulation of “black power” and violence recombines the two constituents in such a way to suggest a certain complicity between the civil rights movement and race riots.

In the years leading up to 1966, the eruption of race riots produced considerable speculation as to their cause. In many cases, the riots are attributed to radical fringe elements outside of the mainstream of the civil rights struggle. When the rights movement and its participants appear to be among the participants, the violence is attributed to some combination of black impatience and white recalcitrance when faced with demands for integration and equality. For instance, a 1964 front-page article suggests that racial violence is the result of Communist Party infiltration of fringe elements. Screvane, then mayor of New York, is quoted in the same article as saying that “rank-and-file” members have not been among the participants, rather the riots “have been agitated by and sponsored by and participated by the fringe groups in the community.” The article includes Police Department speculation that a variety of “extremist groups” are looking for ways to capitalize on Negro aspirations by fomenting violence.

The 1965 Los Angeles riots followed a similar pattern. In “Experts Divided on Rioting Cause,” sociologists attribute the riots to resentment over white resistance to civil rights progress, and the Los Angeles Chief of Police describes the rioting as “the result of a rebellion of a gang of Negro hoodlums who had no real purpose except rebellion and destruction.” The New York Police Commissioner had previously referred to the Harlem
riots in similar terms, as “committed by thugs and hoodlums who had no connection or
interest in civil rights.”\textsuperscript{88} The Los Angeles riots are described by the \textit{Times} as “a blow to
civil rights leaders,” and the responsibility is put on “young hoodlums who have no
respect for the law.”\textsuperscript{89} While there are some suggestions in the pre-“black power”
coverage that the militant tactics of the civil rights movement encourage violence and
disrespect for the law, the riots are frequently described as purposeless criminal activity
by irrational youth or the byproduct of fringe-group manipulation of the rising
expectations of black Americans. In both cases, the riots and violence are explicitly
divorced from the tactics and ideology of the mainstream civil rights movement.

The emergence of “black power” provided a location for the co-articulation of
violence and the civil rights movement. As a \textit{Times} editorial from 1966 states, “The black
power philosophy gave Negro rage an institutionalized basis”.\textsuperscript{90} In front-page coverage of
the 1966 Atlanta riots, the article highlights the fact that many participants were members
of SNCC and chanted “black power” as they fought police and destroyed property.\textsuperscript{91}
Another front-page article begins by writing that SNCC, “chief advocate of black power,
encountered mounting hostility today as a result of the Negro riot.”\textsuperscript{92} Even when the
association between “black power” and riots is explicitly denied, the necessity to offer
this defense is evidence of its significant circulation.\textsuperscript{93}

The term “black power” became a mechanism of assigning responsibility for the
riots within the black activist community. In President Johnson’s 1967 address on the
New York and Detroit riots, he states, “We will not tolerate lawlessness. We will not
endure violence. It matters not by whom it is done, or under what slogan or banner. It will
not be tolerated.”\textsuperscript{94} Though Johnson does not specifically link the riots to “black power,”
the suggestion that the riots are the deliberate tactics of a “slogan or banner” indicates that militant blacks are the cause of the violence. While the riots were previously associated loosely with the militancy of the civil rights movement, the emergence of “black power” made it much easier to locate the cause of the violence within a specific movement and set of individuals. Carmichael’s arrest for encouraging a riot in Atlanta only reinforced the linkage between riots and “black power,” a linkage that placed responsibility for the riots squarely within the civil rights movement.

With the co-occurrence of the fragmentation of the civil rights movement, the association of violence with “black power” eventually enabled the infection of the larger movement with connotations of violence. Formerly, the dualistic opposition between King and his mainstream movement and the militant fringe elements such as the Black Muslims operated to ensure the nonviolent reputation of the former as the militant fringe functioned as a foil. With the dissolution of this binary and the emergence of multiple competing factions with no clear boundaries between good and bad, the civil rights movement in general came to be viewed as a potential source of violence and disorder. A 1966 article quotes Attorney General Katzenbach as saying that many white people “fail to distinguish between a peaceful march and a riot,” attesting to the increasing homogenization of all elements of the movement under a banner of threatening militancy. Even when causal links are not explicitly drawn, the national discourse increasingly associates violence and the movement, and this adjacent articulation subtly reinforces associative links even when they are not overtly constructed. For instance, a 1966 front-page article is decidedly ambiguous about the connections between the civil rights cause and the increasing violence. The article states that a Republican poll found “the race
issue to be of increasing concern to Americans,” and the “race issue” is later discussed as “concern over riots and racial disorders, as well as the advance, or lack of it, of the civil rights of Negroes.” By combining riots and civil rights under the loose rubric of “the race issue,” the article suggests some essential linkage between the two.

Conclusion

By viewing discourse as a material process that circulates throughout society, effectuating new pathways and reinforcing different connections while rendering former geographies obsolete, the critical task shifts from an attempt to pinpoint the meaning of “black power” to determining its effects or the history of its usages. As McGee points out, the task is not to judge discourse or determine its truth value (for instance, to ask whether “black power” is good or bad, true or false) but to map its function across the social terrain. A brief comparison of existing rhetorical studies on black power and the materialist-inspired case study presented here might be of some use in further describing the implications a challenge to the material-ideal binary poses for rhetorical criticism.

Deleuze makes a useful distinction between judgment and experimentation that helps to situate these different approaches to rhetorical criticism. Much existing scholarship devoted to explicating “black power” relies on a politics of judgment, that is, it is concerned with determining both the meaning and the value of “black power.” In one of the earliest essays on black power (originally published in 1968), Parke Burgess describes black power as an intentionally devised strategy designed to issue an explicit moral challenge to white America. Burgess acknowledges that black power has been interpreted as militant and violence, but he argues for a different interpretation: “The rhetoric of Black Power may be interpreted in another way, however. Perhaps these
militant Negro advocates utter not a call to arms but a call for justice, a call uttered outside the law and order because they have no recourse within the institutions that prescribe what law and order actually mean for many Negro citizens. The rhetoric of Black Power may be the only strategic choice they have. Nevertheless, behind all the sound and fury of this rhetoric may lie the intention merely to force upon the culture a moral decision.”

Burgess’ thesis is squarely within the idealist tradition. Recalling Lyne’s definition of idealism as the position that words are a surface gloss on underlying transcendental phenomena, Burgess indicates that the “sound and fury,” or the surface of black power rhetoric, distorts the underlying intentions of its authors. Thus, Burgess attempts to pinpoint a meaning for black power (based on the intentions of its rhetors) and judge this meaning as preferable to its distorted version that enjoys a more prominent circulation.

In a similar piece, Robert L. Scott argues that black power is open to a constructive interpretation “which is absolutely unobjectionable and totally consistent with democratic ideals.” Like Burgess, Scott bases his privileged interpretation on the intentions of black power rhetors: black power discourses are “intended” to clarify the term’s positive connotations for black audiences and “meant” to illustrate for whites that black power is not intrinsically associated with violence. Black power is, rather, a symbolic working-through of violence and a failure on the part of whites to consider its intended meaning and respond adequately to its demands will inevitably result in actual violence. For Scott, then, the false interpretation given by the white majority is literally dangerous and the consequences of real violence can only be averted by grasping its deeper, intended message and responding appropriately. Scott shares many of Burgess’
idealist tendencies with his emphasis on intentionality, but for Scott, the ultimate truth of “black power” is premised on its association with material reality. The rhetoric represents the true material reality for black Americans: “I believe we must assume that their [Black Power advocates] rhetoric makes clear the world as it is for many, perhaps most, Black Americans.”

If white America cannot recognize the true material conditions motivating black power rhetoric and change these conditions, black power will fail at the symbolic level and material consequences (“real” violence) will ensue.

Charles Stewart’s more recent piece (1997) on Carmichael and black power is more complicated. Stewart describes black power as a mechanism used by Carmichael to construct a new social reality, to bring about a symbolic realignment whereby the civil rights movement was reformed to appeal to a new audience, a new generation of activists. Stewart recognizes, however, that Carmichael himself was the product of historical circumstances, the right person at the right time rather than an agent with the power to recreate the movement out of whole cloth. Carmichael’s rhetoric, in combination with the historical circumstances, including already existing conflicts within the movement, operated to evolve the movement from within. For Stewart, Carmichael and black power are not external opposition to the civil rights movement but represent an evolutionary force originating within the movement. Stewart is primarily interested in interpreting Carmichael’s rhetoric as a strong mechanism for identifying with a younger generation of activists.

All of these treatments of “black power” are similarly interested in judging what is viewed as the rhetoric of black power. All three overtly attempt to negate what are perceived as traditional interpretations of black power rhetoric as militant, violent,
irrational and antisocial. Instead, a truer and better interpretation of black power discourse is revealed and defended as a valuable understanding. A materialist posture such as I have attempted to outline is not primarily interested in revealing or determining the true meaning of “black power”: rather, the aim is to trace the circulation of “black power” throughout the social body and attempt to document its effects or, at least, the sequence of its movements. Although “black power” has had paradoxical effects, it is quite likely that many will view the effects I have described as largely negative based on their own political commitments. This does not mean that “black power” should be denounced, nor does it indicate that “black power” should be redeemed through interpretive strategies that attempt to salvage, or emphasize, its positive (intended) effects. Instead of judging “black power,” or whatever discursive object happens to be under our critical lens, the question is: how can “black power” can be put to use in new ways? A materialist perspective emphasizing function and effects means that discursive entities have no intrinsic or a priori meaning—they are infectious agents that have powers of change and mutation though they are simultaneously limited by relational constraints.

Deleuze’s notion of experimentation is helpful for formulating a politics appropriate to a materialist theory of discourse. While discursive objects do not have intrinsic functions and the effects of discourse cannot be guaranteed by the intentions or agency of authorial subjects, this does not necessitate that effects must be entirely unpredictable or uncontrollable. Experimentation implies both repetition and difference. Experiments are repeated multiple times with slight variations in order to better localize the substrates of their results. As rhetorical theorists and critics, we can employ discursive objects and through a variable repetition come to better understand the ways in
which they are capable of functioning. The aim of this project has not been to judge “black power,” but rather to trace its history of usage in a particular network of social discourses. It is up to others to decide if “black power” is worth redeploying in new ways or if it has become so embedded in particular associations that it is no longer a useful project.

Can neuroscience contribute to rhetoric? When asked about neuroscience’s potential to contribute to philosophy, Humbert responds yes, under one condition—that the two disciplines are viewed as two different perspectives rather than in competition with each other. This view has much in common with Schiappa et al.’s description of different disciplinary vocabularies as different ways for the redescription of similar entities. Sometimes stepping outside of one’s familiar disciplinary vocabulary opens up new ways of approaching old problems and provides a productive means of supplementing traditional approaches to familiar questions. By borrowing from the theoretical insights of modern neuroscience, I have attempted to suggest new ways of viewing the relationship between rhetoric and reality, idealism and materialism, that move beyond the current impasse.
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